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Abstract. This paper presents Anonymouth, a novel framework for
anonymizing writing style. Without accounting for style, anonymous authors risk identification. This framework is necessary to provide a tool for
testing the consistency of anonymized writing style and a mechanism for
adaptive attacks against stylometry techniques. Our framework defines
the steps necessary to anonymize documents and implements them. A
key contribution of this work is this framework, including novel methods for identifying which features of documents need to change and how
they must be changed to accomplish document anonymization. In our
experiment, 80% of the user study participants were able to anonymize
their documents in terms of a fixed corpus and limited feature set used.
However, modifying pre-written documents were found to be difficult
and the anonymization did not hold up to more extensive feature sets.
It is important to note that Anonymouth is only the first step toward
a tool to acheive stylometric anonymity with respect to state-of-the-art
authorship attribution techniques. The topic needs further exploration
in order to accomplish significant anonymity.
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Introduction

The Privacy Enhancing Technologies community has long been interested in
tools that enable people to participate in anonymous or pseudonymous speech1 .
Current anonymity and circumvention systems focus strongly on location-based
privacy but do not address many avenues for the leakage of identification through
the content of data. In particular, writing style as a marker of identity is not
addressed in current circumvention tools. Given the high accuracy of even basic
stylometry systems this is not a topic that can afford to be overlooked.
Stylometry is a form of authorship recognition that relies on the linguistic information found in a document. While stylometry existed before computers and
artificial intelligence, the field is currently dominated by AI techniques such as
neural networks and statistical pattern recognition. State-of-the-art stylometry
1
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approaches can identify individuals in sets of 50 authors with over 90% accuracy [1]. Recent work has scaled stylometry methods to over 100,000 authors [2].
Stylometry is currently used in intelligence analsyis and forensics. The 2009
Technology Assessment for the State of the Art Biometrics Excellence Roadmap
(SABER) commissioned by the FBI stated that, “As non-handwritten communications become more prevalent, such as blogging, text messaging and emails,
there is a growing need to identify writers not by their written script, but by
analysis of the typed content [3].”
The stylometry field has focused on creating new methods that attempt to
classify unknown works using known sets of authors, with little attention being
given to the question of what happens when an adversary tries to intentionally circumvent the classification system that has been established. This paper
aims to provide a framework for researching and accomplishing writing style
anonymization: Anonymouth. Work by Brennan and Greenstadt has shown that
non-expert human subjects can defeat stylometry simply by consciously hiding
their writing style or imitating the style of another author [4]. However, when
analyzing the Brennan-Greenstadt Adversarial Stylometry Corpus, we find that
some authors are more capable of composing anonymous documents than others.
Furthermore, a case study of the long-term pseudonymous blog, “A Gay Girl in
Damascus,” showed that even when authors were skilled at hiding their style,
doing so with consistency was difficult [5]. There is currently active research in
finding stylometry methods that work on adversarial passages such as those in
the Brennan-Greenstadt corpus. Even if these methods succeed at identifying
these adversarial passages, they should be benchmarked against an adaptive attack where the adversary has access to the features and tools used to identify
the text. Lastly, the limited research in circumventing stylometry has focused on
creating anonymous documents, whereas the Anonymouth framework provides
a mechanism to study the modification/anonymization of documents that were
written without anonymity in mind.
This paper includes three key contributions.
1. Our Anonymouth framework defines the steps necessary to anonymize documents. Anonymouth’s novel feature clustering and prioritization algorithms
enable it to identify the changes necessary to anonymize a document relative
to a set of author documents and a set of linguistic features. We show that
modifying the features as suggested does result in anonymized documents.
2. We have implemented this framework via two tools, JStylo and Anonymouth,
that have been released under an open source license (GPL 3) and can serve
as a research platform for stylometry and adversarial stylometry2 . This software not only performs authorship attribution, but also calculates the features that are most identifying and the ways the feature vectors must change
to provide anonymity. The software also provides suggestions to users to help
them anonymize their style. We found that 80% of user study participants
were able to anonymize their documents in terms of a data corpus and feature
set that is known to and chosen by the user before anonymization.
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3. We have performed a user study to investigate whether and how users can
edit previously written documents so they obscure their authorship. We show
that this problem is harder than starting from scratch. Anonymouth can
suggest the right changes, but they are difficult to implement. The methods
used to aid a user in anonymizing his document need further development
in order for Anonymouth to be effective against state-of-the-art feature sets.

2

Related Work

Anonymization plays an important role in data privacy. Perfect anonymity is
hard to achieve. Private information about an individual can be revealed not
only from his name and physical and virtual addresses, but also from browser
configuration [6], netflix movie ratings [7], and even from the public outputs
of a recommender system [8]. Anonymity at the network level can be achieved
through onion routing systems like Tor [9]. But the privacy concerns of writing
style are still not well-analyzed. Writing style is a serious threat to anonymity
and free speech. With the improvement of authorship recognition techniques, it
is possible to identify authorship of a document even among 100,000 authors [2].
Authorship attribution can be circumvented by changing writing style. All
authorship attribution techniques are based on the fact that people always write
in their regular style. Brennan et al. showed that current authorship attribution
techniques perform less than random chance if people hide their writing style by
imitating someone else or by obfuscating their regular style [4]. Though it is possible to change writing style, it is hard to maintain a separate style consistently
in anonymous writings [5].
Rao and Rohatgi suggested round trip machine translation (for example, English → German → English) as a possible method for document anonymization
[10]. But because of improvement in machine translation, empirical results have
shown that round trip machine translation is not effective in obfuscating writing
style3 .
Anonymization by obfuscating writing style was first explored by Kacmarcik
et al. [11]. Their approach was to identify the features that a typical authorship
attribution method uses to attribute authorship and then adjust the frequencies
of these features to make them less effective. They used the Federalist papers
and found that 14 changes per 1000 words are sufficient to reduce the likelihood
of identifying an author as himself. Our work differs from this work in several
ways. First, they did not change the actual documents, only modified the feature
sets to prove obfuscation is possible to circumvent attribution. Anonymouth
helps the user to change the actual document. Second, their feature set was
limited, only function words were used. Anonymouth supports both the Basic9 [4] feature set and the Writeprints [1] features. Third, only the 12 disputed
Federalist papers were analyzed, whereas Anonymouth allows obfuscation of any
written document.
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There is considerable prior work in authorship attribution [1, 12, 13]. But
currently no tool is available to allow circumvention of the authorship attribution
techniques to achieve anonymity. Anonymouth is the first research to explore the
idea of changing writing style to anonymize a written document. Anonymouth
makes a user aware of the idiosyncrasies of his writing style. It allows users to
choose a background corpus in terms of which a document can be anonymized.
It indicates features that are unique to the user and suggests how a feature value
can be adjusted to achieve a sufficient level of anonymity.

3

Problem Statement

An author A has a document D that he wants to anonymize. The author selects
a set of his own writing Dpre and a set B of N authors where A ∈
/ B. Author
A also chooses a feature set F and authorship attribution method M . The goal
is to create a new document D0 from D where the feature values F are changed
sufficiently so that D0 does not appear to be written by A. To evaluate the
level of anonymity, Dpre is used. D0 is anonymized if a classifier trained on Dpre
and documents written by B, Bpre , attributes authorship of D0 to A with a
probability p less than random chance, i.e. p ≤ N1+1 .

4

Approach

Our writing style anonymization framework consists of two platforms: JStylo
and Anonymouth. JStylo is a standalone platform for authorship attribution. It
is used as an underlying feature extraction and authorship attribution engine for
the anonymization framework. Anonymouth is the writing style anonimization
platform. It uses the extracted stylometric features and classification results
obtained through JStylo and provides suggestions to users to anonymize their
writing style.
4.1

JStylo: An Authorship-Attribution Platform

JStylo uses NLP techniques to extract linguistic features from documents, and
supervised machine learning methods to classify those documents based on the
extracted features. JStylo first “learns” the style of known candidate authors
based on documents of those authors, and the style of a given set of anonymous
documents. It then attributes authorship of the anonymous documents to any of
the known authors. JStylo is a Java-based open-source software with a graphic
user interface and an extendable API.
Structure and Usage. The main work-flow of JStylo consists of four consecutive phases: defining a problem set, defining a feature set, selecting classifiers
and running the analysis.

A problem set is defined by a training corpus, constructed of documents of
all potential authors (as it is supervised learning), and a set of documents of
unknown authorship whose authorship are to be determined.
A feature set is defined by a set of various stylistic features to be extracted
from the text. Currently there are just above 50 different configurable features
available, spanning over different levels of the text, like parts-of-speech in the
syntactic level or word frequencies in the lexical level.
The current version of JStylo supports three pre-defined feature sets: Basic9, Writeprints, and Writeprints (limited). The Basic-9 feature set consists of
the nine features that were used in the neural network experiments in [4]. The
Writeprints feature set consists of the features used for the Writeprints technique [1]. The Writeprints (Limited) feature set consists of the same features
used for Writeprints, where feature classes with potential of exceeding 50 features (e.g. letter bigrams, with a potential of 262 features) are limited to the
top 50 features. The documents in the training set are mined for the selected
features, which are later used for training the classifier, basically profiling the
stylistic characteristics of each candidate author. The same features are mined
in the test set, for later classification by the trained classifiers.
Each feature is defined by 1) optional text pre-processing tools that allow
various filtering methods, to be applied before the feature extraction (e.g. stripping all punctuation); 2) the “core” of the feature which is the feature extractor
itself; 3) optional feature post-processing tools to be applied on the features after
extraction (e.g. picking the top features frequency-wise); and 4) optional normalization baselines and factoring multipliers (e.g. normalizing over the number
of words in each document). The components in 1-3 are based on the JGAAP
API [14].
The classifiers available for selection are a subset of Weka [15] classifiers
commonly used, such as support vector machine, Naı̈ve Bayes, decision tree, etc.
There are several analysis configurations available, the main choice being either
to run a 10-fold cross validation analysis over the training corpus or to train the
classifiers using a training corpus and classifying the test documents.

JStylo as a Stylometry Research Platform. The main advantages and
novelties of JStylo are 1) allowing integration of multiple features to represent
various stylistic characteristics of documents, and 2) a high level of feature-set
customizability, where each feature can be configured with its own text preprocessing tools, feature extractors, feature post-processing tools and normalization methods. Its user-friendly graphic interface and Java API allow a high
level of usage across both linguistic researchers and computer scientists, providing a convenient platform for stylometry research.
Details of the performance and accuracy of JStylo as a stylometry research
platform are discussed in section 6.1.

4.2

Anonymouth: An Authorship–Anonymization Framework

Anonymouth aims to use the tools of authorship attribution to systematically
render them ineffective on a text, while preserving the message of the document
in question to the highest degree possible. The task of actively changing the
document is however, at this point, left to the user. For Anonymouth to be
able to read in a document and output an anonymized version satisfying the
constraint that the meaning be preserved, it would need a deep understanding
of the structure of the English language (assuming English text), knowledge of
almost all words, and a reasonable grasp of things like metaphors and idioms which is quite a tall order.
After initialization via JStylo, Anonymouth performs an iterative two-step
approach to achieve writing style anonymization. These steps are: 1) feature
clustering and preferential ordering, and 2) feature modification and document
reclassification.
Initialization. Anonymouth requires4 the user (A) to input three sets
of documents: 1) a single document consisting of approximately 500 ±
25 words, the documentToAnonymize (D); 2) a set (at least 2, though
preferably more) of sample documents written by the user, totaling
6500 ± 500 words, the userSampleDocuments (Dpre ); and 3) a corpus
— preferably made up of at least 3 different authors — of sample
documents, not written by the user, containing 6500 ± 500 words per
author, the otherSampleDocuments (Bpre ). The userSampleDocuments are
used to determine where the documentToAnonymize’s features should not
be, while the otherSampleDocuments are used to determine where the
documentToAnonymize’s features could be moved to.
After an initial classification has been produced (by JStylo), four groups
of features result: 1) those extracted from D, toAnonymizeFeatures; 2)
those extracted from Dpre , userSampleFeatures; 3) those extracted from
Bpre , otherSampleFeatures; and 4) a combination of the two previous
groups, userAndOtherFeatures. Anonymouth then runs Weka’s information
gain method on the userAndOtherFeatures to select the top f features according to information gain. These top f features will be used in the subsequent
computations to generate suggestions for changing writing style. Among the top
f features, any that are not present in D are excluded from the suggestions
Anonymouth deliveres. Resultantly, f becomes f 0. This is done to provide effective suggestions because it cannot be freely assumed that any given feature can
be reasonably added to the document. This only applies to JStylo’s Writeprints
feature sets, where without excluding the non-existing features from suggestions
(as an extreme example), a user might be asked to include the word, “Electromagnetic” — when that particular word has no business appearing in the
document the user is interested in anonymizing.
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In its present state as a research platform rather than a software designed for an
end-user, this is the case. However, these limitations are by no means absolute.

Feature Clustering and Preferential Ordering. Knowing what features
to change in order to anonymize a document says nothing about how much
to change them, nor does it indicate how much they can be changed and still
represent a coherent document that adheres to the rules of grammar. The cause–
and–effect relationship among the stylometric features is comparable to that of
a field of Dominoes: altering the sentence count of a text will impact the average
sentence length; which will affect the Gunning-Fog Readability Index — which
happens to be inversely related to the Flesch-Kincaid Reading Ease Score; all of
which will inevitably change the character count and will (probably) change the
number of occurrences of the three letter word “and”. Because of this, it is hard
to decide exactly what changes can/should be made in an existing document.
However, individually grouping the values of every feature across all Bpre seems
to provide a fairly decent guideline. It allows Anonymouth to decide how to
change each of the f 0 features based upon where the ‘real’ document’s features
lie with respect to both one another as well as the user’s normal distribution for
each feature. The clustering of all instances of each feature assists Anonymouth
in selecting physically realizable ‘target’ values to represent the ‘suggested’ final
document configuration that the user should aim to achieve in order to evade
authorship detection. The mechanism behind this selection process is presented
through the rest of this section.
Objects containing otherSampleFeatures and their respective document
names are then fed into a modified k-means clustering algorithm (described
in Algorithm 1). The algorithm clusters the objects with respect to each Object’s value with, k = numAuthors (where numAuthors is the total number of authors), means, using a modified k-means++ [16] initialization algorithm on a per feature basis spanning across all documents represented by
otherSampleFeatures. The most significant change to the k-means algorithm
is that if any clusters exist with less than three elements after the algorithm
converges, the algorithm is re-initialized with k = k − 1 means. A more accurate
representation might be ak-means. The reasoning behind this adjustment is: because target values for the documentToAnonymize are chosen as the centroids
of clusters, more elements weighing in on the target value (centroid) increases
the potential for anonymization — as opposed to having a single element cluster
and effectively copying another’s writing style5 . It remains to be seen whether
it would be beneficial to scale the minimum cluster size limit as the number of
documents increases; as of now, the value remains fixed.
Implementing these changes in the k-means++ and k-means algorithms creates a safety net that allows Anonymouth to deal with many potential issues
that may arise while analyzing an unknown number of documents with unknown
similarities/differences. Anonymouth assumes that the documents it receives will
5

There is no guarantee that each cluster will contain documents from more than one
author. However, limiting the minimum cluster size helps increase the chances of
this happening. In practice, clusters have been observed to contain documents by
more than one author more often than not.

be easily clustered. It will adapt if this is not the case, and produce the most
beneficial output it can.
Algorithm 1 The ak-means Clustering Algorithm (Done on a per-feature basis)
1. Initialization:
(a) run
k-means++
algorithm
to
initialize
cluster’s
based
on
otherSampleFeatures, with the following exceptions:
i. If 10,000 numbers have been tried before finding a new centroid, restart.
ii. If all remaining unchosen values are the same, update the number of total centroids to number of current centroids, set maxCentroidsF ound =
T rue, and exit initialization; nothing else can be done.
(b) Assign all instances of the current feature (one per document) from
otherSampleFeatures to the centroid nearest to it based on one-dimensional
euclidean distance. These are the initial clusters.
2. Update Centroids:
(a) Calculate the average of the elements (features) contained within each cluster,
and update that cluster’s centroid with the calculated average.
3. Reorganization:
(a) Calculate the linear distance between each element, and each existing centroid.
(b) Assign each element to its closest centroid based on the distance calculation
in (a).
(c) If no elements moved:
i. If maxCentroidsF ound is T rue, or there are at least two clusters with no
less than 3 elements per cluster, algorithm has converged.
ii. If there is only one cluster and maxCentroidsF ound is F alse, increment
numM eans, and Initialize.
iii. If there are any clusters with less than 3 elements and
maxCentroidsF ound is F alse, decrement numM eans, and Initialize.
(d) Else if elements did move:
i. Update centroids.

Once the ak-means algorithm has converged, clusters are assigned a preference value based on the primary preference calculation, and placed into an i × j
array after being sorted (from least to greatest).
pi,j = numElementsi,j × | centroidi,j − userSampleM eani |

(1)

where: pi,j is the primary preference of feature i’s jth cluster; numElementsi,j is
the number of elements in feature i’s jth cluster; centroidi,j is the average of feature i’s jth cluster’s elements; and userSampleAvgi is the average of the user’s
sample documents, userSampleDocuments, for feature i. The purpose of taking
the number of elements into account rather than basing a cluster’s preference
value off its distance from the user’s average values alone is to avoid attempting to modify a user’s documentToAnonymize to take the form of a document
who’s features lie in the extremes due to specific content, while refraining from

unwittingly restricting the pool of potential target values due to a single feature.
Ordering each feature’s clusters in such a way that the most desirable cluster
has the highest value also lays the groundwork that allows cluster groups to be
ordered by a secondary preference calculation.
The secondary preference calculation weights features with respect to their
information gain ranking, and ensures that cluster groups that appear with high
frequency take precedence over those that appear less often. Because the most
desirable cluster, as determined by the primary preference calculation in Eq.
(1), has the highest value, weighting the secondary preference calculation in
this manner is intended to assign the greatest cluster group preference to the
most common cluster group that has the most impact on the features with high
information gain. The centroids of the cluster group with the highest ranking
are likely to be the best target values for the documentToAnonymize. However,
because the primary and secondary preference calculations have not been completely optimized, it is possible that the actual best target cluster will be found
slightly further down the list of cluster group preferences. For this reason, as
well as to help validate the approach by graphically displaying the workings of
Anonymouth, the Clusters tab was created.
The “Clusters” tab, as seen in Fig. 1, displays the clusters formed by the
Algorithm 1, represented by the empty green ellipses which contain clusters
of blue dots representing the otherSampleFeatures. A shaded purple ellipse
displays the user’s confidence interval (CI) for a given feature. CI is computed
using the following formula,
CI = Dpremean ± 1.96 × σ

(2)

where, Dpremean = average of all userSampleDocuments(Dpre ), and σ = standard deviation from the mean. The visible red dot displays the present value of
the same feature in the documentToAnonymize, which Anonymouth tries to ‘put’
in the most populated location as far away from the purple shaded ellipse as possible. By selecting one of the available cluster configurations from the drop-down
menu, the user may view configurations from, PCG0 (which should provide the
greatest potential to anonymize the document) to PCGu−1 (which should provide
the least potential to anonymize the document), where u is the number of unique
document cluster configurations, and PCGn is the nth document cluster group’s
cluster group preference. Upon choosing a configuration, one cluster per feature
will be shaded green, and is the target cluster for that feature within that configuration. When a cluster configuration is selected, each target cluster’s centroid
— represented by the empty black circle — is set to be the target value for each
feature (respectively) within the documentToAnonymize.
One might ask, why not simply pick the cluster farthest away from the author’s average value for each feature? The danger in doing this, as has been
determined experimentally, is that many features are co-dependent upon one
another; so, it may be physically impossible to modify a document to be represented by a set of independently chosen features. For example, it is impossible to
increase the average sentence length of a document, while increasing the number

of sentences (assuming the idea is to keep the document more or less the same
length). Target values for features must be selected while being mindful of other
features. Why, then, not just use the document with a cluster group configuration farthest from the author’s standard set of values? This is done because
ideally it is more feasible to alter an existing document to look ‘generic’ than it
is to attempt to drive it toward an extreme, which may only be that way as a result of content (including unusual errors that one might have a hard time trying
to, or would not want to, reproduce). If many documents share more or less the
same configuration, there is a greater chance that any given document can also
be fit to share that configuration while maintaining readability. Furthermore,
changing a document to look more like many other documents should be more
effective in making it anonymous than simply altering it to look as much unlike
the true author’s work as possible.

Fig. 1. Anonymouth Clusters tab with cluster group PCG0 selected, using the Basic-9
feature set, with 6 ‘otherSample’ authors. The red circles display the present value of
each feature within the user’s ‘documentToAnonymize’, the purple ellipses depict the
user’s confidence interval (assuming a normal distribution) for each feature, and the
shaded green ellipses show where the user’s feature’s will fall if all features are modified
as recommended by Anonymouth.

Feature Modification and Document Reclassification. Once the targets
are selected, the user is presented with a clickable list of features to change.
When a feature is selected, a suggestion appears that aids the user in changing
the present value of the feature to its target value. The suggestions for the Basic9 feature set have been optimized to guide the user to change the elements in
their document that will have the greatest overall impact on its classification.

An example of this is, “[replace] some single use words with less than 3 syllables
with words that have already been used and have 3 or more syllables”, as seen
in Fig. 2. Once the document has been changed so that its present values reflect
the target values, the document is reclassified. If the document has reached a
sufficiently low classification6 the document is considered anonymized. Until that
point, the process loops back to ‘feature clustering and preferential ordering.’
Every time the features are clustered, slightly different clusters may result; which
leads to changing target values. We found that in some cases (especially for the
Writeprints features) clustering the features only once is a better alternative to
continually re-clustering the features upon every classification.

Fig. 2. Anonymouth Editor tab showing the ‘Unique Words Count’ suggestion selected,
with unique words (only used once) highlighted, and an initial classification attributing
authorship of the displayed text to the user of the Anonymouth with 79.5% probability.

The Editor tab contains a ‘Dictionary’ which brings up an interface to Princeton’s WordNet 3.0, allowing a user to search for synonyms and words containing
various continuous character strings (e.g. ‘ie’). A ‘verbose’ button will bring up
a window that prints Anonymouth’s standard output and error streams in real
time as well. Finally, should the user want to revert back to a previous copy of
the documentToAnonymize, tabs that display where each copy of the document
originated from permit the user to trace back through processed changes, while
viewing each document’s classification results.

6

In this case, a sufficiently low classification means at or below random chance, which
is 1/(numAuthors), where numAuthors is the total number of authors.

5

Anonymouth User Study

We performed a user study with 10 participants to understand the effectiveness
of Anonymouth in changing writing style. We evaluated Anonymouth based on
its effectiveness in anonymizing a document and its ease of use from a user’s
perspective.
We asked participants to anonymize their pre-written writing samples.
Anonymizing a pre-written text is more difficult than writing in a changed style
from the start. Stylometry methods fail to attribute authorship when people
write in a different style [4]. We wanted to evaluate how much anonymity can be
achieved by changing the writing style of a pre-existing document. The subjects
were asked to submit 6500 words of pre-existing writing, along with a document
of approximately 500 words to modify. The 6500-word sample was used as the
subject’s training sample. We chose to use 6500 words of writing as it has been
found to be enough to leak the identity of an author [10]. As a background corpus, we used regular writing samples of six authors from the Brennan-Greenstadt
adversarial corpus. Anonymouth allows the user to choose any corpus as a background corpus. But for the purpose of the study we fixed the background corpus
for all users.
During the experiment, each user was asked to use the Basic-9 feature set
and SMO SVM classifier as authorship attribution method. Anonymouth provides the option of choosing any feature set and any classifier. The reason we
fixed the feature set is because changing an existing document with Writeprints
features is very hard, and after the first two participants failed to follow the suggestion for changing Writeprints features we decided not to use it in this study.
We excluded the Writeprints result of the first two participants. We only used
all of the 10 participants results with Basic-9 features. SMO SVM is used for its
high accuracy. The users were asked to perform classification of their document,
choose the appropriate cluster from the clustering window and change the document based on Anonymouth’s suggestion. We suggested the users to repeat the
process for one hour, or until the result of the classification goes below random
chance (which was 14% accuracy in our case).
After a user successfully anonymized his/her document or used Anonymouth
for an hour, we asked them to rate several aspect of Anonymouth on a 10-point
Likert scale. The survey asked basic demographics questions.

6

Evaluation and Results

This section discusses the results of the Anonymouth user study. The following
subsections explain the effectiveness of JStylo in attributing authorship, effectiveness of Anonymouth in anonymizing a document, the effect of the choice of
background corpus and feature set on anonymity, which features were changed
by the users to achieve anonymity, and the user satisfaction survey.

6.1

Effectiveness of JStylo

To evaluate the effectiveness of JStylo as a sufficiently accurate authorship attribution engine for Anonymouth and as an authorship attribution research platform in general, we conducted experiments using the Brennan-Greenstadt Adversarial Stylometry Corpus, which includes 13 authors with 5000-word documents
each. We then compared the results with those of two other state-of-the-art
authorship attribution methods in the literature: the Writeprints method and
the synonym-based approach [17]. The experiments with JStylo were conducted
using a SVM classifier, over two feature sets: the Basic-9 and the Writeprints
(Limited). All experiments were evaluated using 10-folds cross-validation. The
results are summarized in table 1.
Table 1. Authorship attribution results using Writeprints, Synonym-based and JStylo.
M ethod

Accuracy

Writeprints
Synonym-based
JStylo with Basic-9
JStylo with Writeprints (Limited)

73.33%
89.61%
53.98%
92.03%

Although the Basic-9 feature set did not produce as high results as the other
methods, it is still much higher than random chance (7.69%), and is used only
as baseline for authorship attribution features in JStylo, or anonymization features baseline in Anonymouth. It is notable that using the Writeprints (Limited)
feature set with JStylo produced the highest results across all four experiments.
6.2

Effectiveness of Anonymouth

Figure 3 shows authorship attribution accuracy of the modified and unmodified
documents. Using the Basic-9 features 80% participants were able to anonymize
their documents in terms of the corpus used. The first participant’s (s1) original
document was not attributed to him as an author. The second participant (s2)
made no changes to his document. All other participants were able to anonymize
their documents.
6.3

Effect of the Background Corpus on Anonymity

The background corpus, or set of reference authors and documents, is important
for document anonymization with Anonymouth as the tool calculates the average
value of each feature based on the background corpus and suggests changes to
users based on the average feature values.
We tested if documents anonymized in terms of one background corpus are
also anonymized against a different background corpus. To test this, we used a
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Fig. 3. Authorship attribution accuracy of modified and original documents using the
original background corpus. The Basic-9 feature set and SMO SVM classifer were used.
All subjects who made changes were able to anonymize their documents (8/10).

different six author subset from the Brennan-Greenstadt adversarial corpus. We
also tested the results using the whole 13-author corpus. Results are shown in
Figure 6.3 (a) and Figure 6.3 (b). The effectiveness of the anonymization changes
if the background corpus is changed. Unfortunately, the basic 9-Feature set is not
very effective at stylometry. Where possible, we pre-selected documents that were
correctly classified for the anonymization with respect to the original background
corpus. However, when we switched to the new background corpus, only four of
these were correctly classified. Of these four, 50% (2) of the authors’ documents
were still anonymized even in terms of a different corpus of six authors and the
others remained anonymized (as shown in Figure 6.3 (a)). For the corpus of 13
authors, 5 subjects’ original documents were classified correctly and all modified
documents were classified incorrectly (as shown in Figure 6.3(b)).
6.4

Effect of Feature Set on Anonymity

We wanted to see if documents anonymized with one authorship attribution
approach are detectable by another approach. Unfortunately in every case documents anonymized with Basic-9 features were attributed to the real author
when Writeprints (Limited) feature were used. The Writeprints feature set is
much larger than Basic-9, contains around 700 linguistic, content specific and
structural features. Most of these features are very low level features, for example, frequencies of character uni-/bi-/tri-grams. Providing effective suggestions
for such low level features is challenging. Changing existing documents by following those suggestions to hide author specific features is also very difficult.
For this reason, none of the participants in our study were able to anonymize
themselves using the Writeprints (Limited) features.
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Fig. 4. Authorship attribution accuracy of modified and original documents using six
different author samples as background corpus 6.3 (a) and 13 authors as background
corpus 6.3 (b). The Basic-9 feature set and SMO SVM classifier were used.

We wanted to evaluate functionality of Anonymouth using the Writeprints
(Limited) features to find out the minimum number of features that need to be
changed to anonymize a document. To do this, we first ranked the features based
on information gain ratio [18]. Then we calculated clusters of feature values using
Anonymouth. We chose the top K features based on information gain ratio and
changed their values with those of the first cluster, where K= 25, 50, 75, ..., 300.
Result of the experiment is shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Number of Writeprints (Limited) features needs to be changed to achieve
anonymity. Authorship prediction accuracy decreases as the top feature values are
replaced with those predicted by Anonymouth. Sufficient anonymity can be achieved
after changing 13.79% (96 out of 696) of the features.

The result shows that authorship prediction accuracy decreases as the top
feature values are replaced with the values predicted by Anonymouth. After
changing 13.79% of the features, 90% of the documents were anonymized. This

experiment shows that the core approach of Anonymouth works successfully to
anonymize a document even against a robust feature set like Writeprints.
6.5

Change in features

We compare the frequencies of different features to understand which ones
people change to anonymize their writing style. The changes made to features
are shown in Figure 6. We only used samples of the participants who were
successful in anonymizing their documents. This graph illustrates the changes
in frequencies for each feature. The y-axis contains a list of features that have
been adjusted in the passages and x-axis of the graph denotes the change in
each feature. We compute the change in feature using the following formula:
Change in Feature f, Cf = (fmod − fori )/(fori )
where,
fmod = Value of feature f in the modified document.
fori = Values of feature f in the original document.
The amount to the right of the y-axis represents the increases in a feature
and the amount to the left represents the decreases. 87.5% of the successful participants (7/8) increased average sentence length and decreased sentence count.
Average syllable count was increased in 75% of the cases. Increase in complexity
was also noticed in every anonymized document. This indicates that most participants made their language complicated to anonymize their documents, which
is also evident by the increase of the Gunning-Fog (GF) readability index.
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Fig. 6. Feature changes to achieve anonymity

This result differs from the feature changes in the Brennan-Greenstadt adversarial documents where participants used simpler language to obfuscated their

document [5]. Ideally a document can be anonymized by using a language that
is either more complex or less complex than the original writing style of an author. As seen in [5], people usually use less complex language while obfuscating
their writing style, which is easily distinguishable from regular writings. Anonymouth allows user to choose his own background corpus and provide suggestions
to change his writing style. Thus by choosing a diverse background corpus an
author can hide both his writing style and the indication of changing style.
6.6

User Experience Survey

We had 10 participants in the study within 18-45 age limit who are daily computer users. 2 of them were females and 8 of them were males. On average, the
users considered themselves to be moderately good writers. The participants all
either had or were working on college degrees, most with different majors, and
90% of them were native English speakers. None of the subjects had any previous
knowledge of linguistics or stylometry.
The detailed evaluation of Anonymouth was covered in the first part of the
survey which had a 10-point scale, with ‘0’ being the lowest/worst and ‘9’ being
the highest/best. The following graph summarizes the reaction of the subjects
to Anonymouth that was captured in the first part of the survey.
Required user level
Anonymization success
Speed
Help messages
Performing tasks
Input prompts
Help of highlighting
Anonymouth reuse
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Fig. 7. Anonymouth user experience survey

On average, participants found Anonymouth was user-friendly and that it
did not require any specific background knowledge to use. Anonymouth’s word
highlighting feature was highly rated as helpful. The speed of Anonymouth was
considered very fast. Participants felt Anonymouth was moderately successful
in anonymizing documents (rated 4.9 on Likert chart). 7 of the participants said
they would recommend Anonymouth to other people.
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Discussion

Although it appears to be quite challenging for a user to implement the changes
that Anonymouth asks for, even when only using Brennan and Greenstadt’s
‘Basic-9’ feature set, preliminary results suggest that when users are able to do

what is asked, they can successfully anonymize their documents — with respect
to that feature set. As shown in Fig. 3, 80% of participants were able to reduce
the accuracy of the SVM classifier used with respect to the original background
corpus used. Furthermore, 60% of participants succeeded in achieving a final
classification probability below random chance, which for a total of 7 authors is
just under 14.3%.
Initial user tests using the ‘Writeprints (Limited)’ feature set implemented by
JStylo suggested less usability than existed when using the Basic-9 feature set in
terms of users being able to perform the actions requested by Anonymouth. Due
to the complex nature of the Writeprints (Limited) feature set, the user is asked
to do things like add more of the letter ‘i’ to his/her document, or to decrease
the number of occurrences of a part of speech n-gram. While no one was able to
anonymize their document with respect to the Writeprints (Limited) feature set,
it has been shown that in general, if approximately 15% of possible features are
changed to the values determined by Anonymouth, a document initially classified
as having been written by its actual author with 98% probability, will — about
80% of the time — end up being classified as having been written by another
author with over 95% probability.
This suggests that the core of Anonymouth — the methods used to determine
what and how much should be changed within a document — have some merit.
That is not to say that Anonymouth’s core has either been optimally adjusted
or is in fact the best way to decide how to anonymize a document. There is a
clear separation between knowing the degree to which certain things need to be
changed, and being able to execute those changes. Resulting from finding that
Anonymouth’s suggestions to the user regarding how to make these changes need
re-working, it is quite possible that Anonymouth’s algorithms will need to be
re-worked as well.
7.1

Future Work

In general, it seems as though the information presented to the user should be
of a higher level, such as, “re-write this sentence using the third person and in
the past tense”. Of course, doing just this is not the solution. In attempting to
anonymize a document via a set of naı̈ve algorithms, there appears to be a tradeoff between anonymity and affect. Assuming that the author of a document has
written that document in a style that he usually writes in, it is very difficult for
that author to go back to another document and modify it to then appear in
a different style, while retaining the document’s meaning (it is assumed that in
order to retain meaning, the imagery and tone would have to create the same
end result). Simply stripping descriptive words, modifying tense, and altering the
point of view (e.g. from third to first person) would certainly increase anonymity;
though clearly at the expense of the documents impact on the audience (affect).
While this is one approach that may be taken, it seems far from ideal, and as
though it ought to be considered as a last resort.
To achieve its goal, Anonymouth must be able to understand what a sentence/passage means to the extent necessary to enable it to produce an output

passage expressed using language constructs foreign to the original author’s work
that can at least capture the main idea and tone of the original passage. While a
perfect system would be quite challenging to implement, constructing a system
that offers a list of potentially reasonable alternatives to a given passage seems
to be a realizable goal.
Adding these features to Anonymouth would resolve the current usability
problem that limits the application of Anonymouth.
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Conclusion

This paper presents Anonymouth, a novel framework for anonymizing writing style.Without accounting for style, anonymous authors risk identification.
This framework is necessary to provide a tool for testing the consistency of
anonymized writing style and a mechanism for adaptive attacks against stylometry techniques. Our framework defines the steps necessary to anonymize documents and implements them via Anonymouth and JStylo. These are (1) Analysis
of the documents using authorship attribution techniques relative to a corpus
of text and a set of linguistic features (implemented via JStylo), (2) Determining the features that need to be changed (using information gain), (3) Ordering
the features to be changed and determining where they need to go (using our
modified k-means clustering approach), (4) Suggesting changes to achieve these
changes (via Anonymouth). We have shown that these steps are effective, that
users who make the suggested changes do anonymize their documents relative
to the suggested feature sets, and that Anonymouth does help users reduce the
accuracy of stylometry techniques. However, our user studies suggest that step
4 is quite difficult and significant research remains to determine the best way
to suggest changes that are easy to apply, especially for the large and complex
feature sets that result in the highest accuracy. It is not so easy to use fewer ’i’s.
This paper presents the first study that evaluates modifying pre-written documents to anonymize style. We found that this was much more difficult than
creating anonymous documents from scratch. Human subjects can create a document that evades multiple state-of-the-art authorship techniques in 30-60 minutes without access to those techniques [4]. However, an hour was sometimes not
enough to anonymize pre-existing documents in reference to a limited feature set
and the changes made did not transfer to analysis with other feature sets, showing that the choice of feature set is critical when using a tool like Anonymouth.
More research is needed to better anonymize pre-existing documents as people
do not often write with anonymity in mind and may wish to publish documents
previously written without compromising their identity.
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